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Overview:
the following diagram figure h17 in 15.2.1.3 need to be change.

![Diagram of Initialization Procedures BS]

Figure h17—Initialization procedures — BS
To clarify the description of initialization procedure, the resource allocation and CP messaging procedure should be defined separately.
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Proposal

Proposed text changes

Insert text in section 15.4.1 as indicate:

15.4.1 Adaptive Channel Selection – ACS

First try to find a vacant channel:
- Passive scan
- Active scan Candidate channel selection (see 15.2.1.3 15.4.1.1)
- CP messaging using IP network with neighbors (see 15.6.1 & 15.2.1.3)

Next try to coordinate for an exclusive channel
- Optimization of channel distribution (see 15.7.1 & 15.7.1.4)

Success of either step will enable the BS start working with an exclusive working channel
Fail will begin a working channel sharing coordinate procedure

insert the Figure h17a after Figure h17 in 15.2.1.3 as indicate:
Discussion:

Should we use the ACS similar approach to deal with the optimization of subframe Distribution?